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Let’s make
your brand mind-blowing
We’re creative innovators looking for the next best project; our
expertise is all things digital. Let us help bring your brand to the
next level.

Our mission
We are dedicated to providing our clients with the perfect
bespoke and innovative solution for their needs. To help them
realise their goals and achieve their potential through new and
exciting technologies. We want to be a reliable brand identity for
digital services in the growing local and global markets.

Services we provide
Web & App Development
We build bespoke and robust platforms from the ground up to meet the
needs and goals of your project.

Branding & Design
We work with you to build branding, web design and other materials that
you’re proud to show off.

SEO & Marketing
Maximise your company reach in an ever-changing online world through
organic and targeted methods.
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The development process
All our web development projects follow a five-step process; this
ensures we give every customer the best deliverable solution to
the highest quality that you should expect from us.
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Plan
We sit down with you and work out all the requirements for each milestone
before we start anything. Once you’re happy with the proposal and pricing we
then move to design.

Design
Next, we wireframe your project, and with your feedback and guidance we then turn the frames into fully artworked mockups.

Develop
We then have weekly agile sprints and track progress on Trello/GitHub with
weekly releases for you to view. This stage is where the magic happens!
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Deploy
After the project is signed off, we either deploy to your server or our
own. Talk to us about hosting for more info.

Support
Because a site is never done, we offer free bug fixes, minor-releases and
support for projects hosted with us.

Our preferred tech
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What we’ve done
Responsive website

Skipper My Boat is an online marketplace that connects people
who want to rent boats to boat owners, charter operators
and captains. We use technology to change the fragmented
$51 billion boat charter industry and make rentals easy and
online. Users can browse and compare boats based on location,
price, number of people and type of activities. For boat owners,
it’s the easiest way to monetise their expensive asset.

Our team built a robust and responsive website that connects guests,
captains and hosts in one central platform, with UX as the focus.

Mobile app
We’ve taken all the functionality of the main website and expanded
it onto dedicated iOS and Android apps for our users on the go.

API and admin panel
Our REST API powers the main website, mobile apps and the admin
panel with security and ease of use as the priority.

The brief
TravelCloud wanted to build a platform to bring together all people in the boating industry.
They saw a gap in the market where all existing competitors were complacent and
outdated. Peer-to-peer platforms are growing, and they wanted a development team who
could focus on innovation and technology to build a platform that is accessible and reliable.

Our solution
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Following the successful launch of the MVP, we took the time to split up the project into
three dedicated code bases. After building the multi-purpose API, a great deal of time was
spent focusing on UX and SEO to keep users engaged on the platform. Creating the main
site in React meant we also could quickly release mobile apps in React Native.
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The Gundie Awards

Our solution
We built our most scaleable architecture to date. The responsive
serverless React.js website allowed loading to thousands of users at
once with no concern for CPU overload. The Node.js API which powers
the website handled over 2 million database writes, and 12 million
cached database reads to our multi-cluster MongoDB database.

The Gundies Awards is an annual, community-driven voting platform,
to vote for your favourite influencers in the firearm industry. In its
first year, the project was sponsored by Sig Sauer Inc, Brownells Inc,
Microtech Knives and seven other large-scale US companies.
The project was created to bring about positive awareness of the gun
industry and the influencers in it to the existing 30 million+ strong
community alongside any newcomers.

The results
Throughout December 2019, the project received community-wide recognition and engagement. The
domain was loaded 2.048 million times, 85,000 users signed up, and 313,000 votes were counted
across 256 registered influencers.
Within 30 days the Instagram account went from 0 to 4,800 followers, with 336,000 active sessions
sent to the website, and high engagement across all social media (with no paid advertising at all). In the
end, ten lucky winners received their share of £14,000 worth of prizes.

Creating the identity
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A visual style was created and executed in emails, social post campaign and print media
such as banners. Basic identity such as logos and colours were created first with the
illustration style developed throughout the running of the event.
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Merlin Panel

Wireframe

Prototype

Coded

Each one of our websites
start in the planning stage
where we work with the
client to decide how many
pages they need and what
content (as an overview)
they want on each page.

Once signed off, the design
team move onto the
prototyping stage, allowing
us to bring the website alive
in a quick way, ready for our
clients to provide feedback
and iterations easily.

Approved, fully artworked
mockups are sent to the
developers to code up. This
process also focuses on
SEO and responsiveness to
ensure a polished finish for
each one of our clients sites.

The Merlin Panel is a SaaS (Software as a Service) platform built
to offer our clients access to a range of premium tools for a
fraction of their bespoke price. We offer three straight forward
packages and once a user is signed up, they can login to control
and update: DNS, emails, live chat, analytics, SEO, blog posts,
portfolio pieces, eCommerce and more.

An Element Softworks product
As innovators at Element Softworks, we are always trying to find a way to improve and evolve. We
identified that exquisite web-design is not accessible to many small businesses, which is causing
many small businesses to fall behind on their digital front.
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The Merlin Panel helps break down these barriers by offering monthly access to a premium range of
tools to control their website and online presence, which on their own, would be expensive to code
just for one site. You can watch the progress of your website throughout the design and development
staging in the Merlin Panel. Once the site is live, the panel automatically switches over to give you
access to 34 unique features.
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T HE ELEMENT S O FT WORKS SITE

A TO B TY R E S

S K EVENTS

FORG E R E L ATION S

Our Portfolio
P E T ER CO C HRANE
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R E TR E AT E A ST

We have a varied range of projects, from small local business brochure websites to large-scale
applications. Our portfolio shows varied skillsets in design and ability to scale no matter the size of
your business. All our web projects are always built fully responsive so they are accessible on all types
of devices, and we will often also supply branding and design to compliment this service.
See the portfolio on our website to keep up to date with our latest work.
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App Development
The process

Temmt
Temmt is a way of receiving the best deals from your favourite retailers
right when you need to see them - when you’re on their doorstep.

Plan
The planning stage consists of deciding the target market and goals. This
decides the features and functionalities of the app. Minimalising these
into core features for a MVP for a clear and simple objective.

Conceptualisation & Design
Identifying and developing upon the differentiating qualities is what
will make your app thrive amongst its competition. UX is refined
thoroughly at this stage, which not only makes the future app fluid and
easy to use but helps amplify those differentiating app qualities.

Development
Once the prototype has been thoroughly designed, development begins
and progresses into the Alpha Stage. Core features are implemented and
functionality can be tested. This is closely followed by the Beta Stage
which irons out most of the bugs and adds further secondary features.

Deploy
The app progresses into its Release Candidate Stage, ready for the public.
For a prosperous release, App Store Optimisation (ASO) will help make
your app discoverable.
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The brief
A collection of companies came together with the aim of building an app that connects
local businesses to consumers on a town by town basis. The goal is to make an app for iOS
and Android, a website to explain how the app/company work, and a management platform
for businesses and staff members to manage their respective areas.

Our solution
After the initial planning and design stage we realised the Android and iOS apps are very
similar, with this in mind, we built the apps in React Native, halving the time it took to
develop. We also built an admin panel which provided analytical and management tools for
the Temmt to use and a portal for local businesses to upload and pay for deals onto the app.
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SEO & Marketing

SEO Process
Plan

We sit down with you and work out all
requirements for each milestone before we start
anything. Once you’re happy with the proposal
and pricing, we then move to design.

Recommendations

On-site SEO

If you choose to go with us to fix your
SEO problems, then we work through our
recommendations and record our progress. At the
end you’ll receive a full breakdown of our fixes.

We look at things like robots.txt, sitemap.xml, loading times, meta
tags, link analysis, header usage, keyword analysis, url metrics and
page titles.

Off-site SEO
Monitor
SEO doesn’t happen overnight. We’ll monitor
and feedback to you the progress and ranking
changes. Impact is boosted greatly by paid
advertising alongside our work at this stage.
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We help you improve your Google My Business, Bing Places
and other relevant sites, along side link building and advertising
options to help bring customers to your site.

Social branding
We work with our clients to ensure all their social profiles produce
high quality, relevant and regular content on top of ensuring each
profile has a reputable and matching branding to support the
content produced.
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A to B Tyres

One to three month progress

An SEO showcase

2912

3000

A to B Tyres hired us to fix their SEO as there was too much
competition for their new business online, meaning customers
weren’t able to find them easily on Google in the search results.
We worked with them over 3 months to fix that.

2250

2198

1500

1012

876

Audit
We produced an SEO audit identifying their problems. We then
applied our fixes both on and off site. We complimented this with
a social marketing campaign and paid advertising on Google.

Our solution
By the end of month one, we had already started to see results.
Specifically on the listing on search, as key words were more
accurately listed on Google. This meant more customers were
actually finding the site and interacting on Google (hit the call
button or the directions button). Month 3 had good measurable
results as the marketing campaign continued.
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750

932

945

650
459
27

B EFO R E

Listing on map

170

60

78

MONTH 1

Listing on search

MONTH 3

Page hits

Interactions
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Branding & Design
First impression is everything. We are here to make sure you
present a professional and unified identity across the board. Let
us design you a logo with meaning and intent.
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We don’t just stop at a logo. The brand will be completed with
a brand guidelines booklet, that is made up of colour schemes,
whitespace, fonts and more.

CMYK: 07 05 06 00

Brand guidelines

#ffd100

Each logo is designed to be black and white compatible. Designs
go through iterations of feedback and adjustments.

RGB: 255 209 000

Completed design

CMYK: 00 17 93 00

The first designs start out with pen and paper; encoding your
company’s values into the designs.
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Initial design
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The process
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Our family, your team
“We have worked with Element Softworks over several large scale projects, time and
time again they go above and beyond the line of duty. All of them are very creative
individuals and their skill set has made a positive impact on both Guns Daily’s and
Forge Relations’ sales and online brand identity. Looking forward to the next great
project we work on together.”
- Ben Stacy
Guns Daily & Forge Relations LLC

Luke Brown

CEO & Developer

Reuben Westrop

Frontend/Graphic Designer
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Joe Methven
UX/UI Specialist

Zoe Garnett
Illustrator

Ryan Impey

Full Stack Developer

“We needed a new redesign for our website to keep our online presence active. The
ES team came into our offices and we worked together on the requirements for the
new website. A few days later they came back with the design prototype, which
after we approved we got our site up and running a couple weeks later and it even
works on mobiles now. Thanks guys!”
- Ricky Brownlee
Creative Building Designs Ltd

“Element Softworks helped me make a fully functional website within the timeline
we set. I cannot say enough great things about the team at this company and how
they always took the extra steps to make sure the website was done right. I look
forward to working with them in the future.”
- Chris Vanhooren
Talkable Network Inc.
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What’s your project?
elementsoftworks.co.uk
WE B
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01473 760053
PHONE

p=window.webpackJsonp

push([[0],{1182:function(

team@elementsoftworks.co.uk
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E MA IL
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LOCATION
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Ipswich Waterfront,
IP4 1QJ
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CO N TACT:

P - 01473 760053

E - T EA M @ EL EM ENTSO F T WO R KS.CO.UK

